
An Energy Saving Technology 



What is Insuladd ? 

 INSULADD® is a paint additive, 

containing advanced, 

coated ceramic micro-spheres.

 These micro-spheres have the same 

heat reflective properties developed 

by NASA for the  insulating tiles of 

the space shuttle. 

 Insuladd® should not be compared 

with cheap ground glass products or 

low cost imitators. A simple 

benchmark test will show.



Why was Insuladd developed ?

 In 1996 NASA had a problem with the 

coating on the Solid Rocket Boosters 

that helped power the space shuttle.

 A new product (Insuladd) was 

developed with NASA to reduce the 

temperature of the solid rocket booster 

casing.

 It later became a NASA spin-off 

product, United States Patent 

Application No. 61/359,492



What is Insuladd ?
 INSULADD® advanced coated micro-

spheres create an insulating barrier 

that actually reflects radiated heat and 

prevents the transfer of heat through 

the walls/ceiling.

 If this radiant heat it is not stopped, it 

would be absorbed by standard wall or 

ceiling insulation and eventually pass 

through to the colder exterior.

 INSULADD® makes existing 

insulation perform better. 



What is Insuladd ?

“Reflective” barrier keeps Winter heat in & Summer heat out. 

+



Areas of Heat Loss

25% Thru Roof

35% Thru Walls



visual test example



How to Use Insuladd ? 

 One pouch will treat  
1 gallon (up to 5 
liters) of paint.

 It’s as easy as “pour 
and stir”

 Enjoy Energy 
Savings year after 
year

 Enjoy indoor air 
comfort all year long



Year round protection



 REDUCE your energy bills and create a more 

comfortable living environment!  

 INSULADD® has proven to help you save 

significantly on heating and cooling costs! 

 INSULADD® is the paint job that pays for itself!

 INSULADD® is easy to use – Just mix and stir. It 

can be sprayed, rolled or brushed 

Why use Insuladd ?



 INSULADD® can Help to Prevent Mold and Mildew.

 INSULADD® contains moisture resistant additives and 

inhibits condensation.

 INSULADD® will work for you year after year.

 INSULADD® developed through the NASA Technology 

Exchange Program

http://www.nasa.gov/topics/nasalife/green_paint.html 

 INSULADD ® is non toxic. Completely safe.

Why use Insuladd ?



Customers

 IBM

 Ford Motor Company

 Hyundai

 Samsung

 Pratt & Witney Aerospace

 Lockheed Martin

 Japanese National Railroad

 US Paint companies

 Hospitals, oil refineries, hotels

 Any many buildings all over the world



Testing

 Test results are freely available on the website

www.Insuladd.com

 Contact us for more test results, testimonials,

information etc.
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Contact Europe:

Sands International
Zurich, Switzerland

info@sands-international.org

+41 78 906 1777

www.sands-international.org


